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Abstract 

Drama rehearsals are a complex interactive process. They rely heavily on the spoken communication 

between the participants (such as actors and directors), no matter how much gesture and movement is 

involved. Drama is often thought of only in terms of performance, rather than as a creative 

communication process that can go on for several weeks before reaching its final stage. In spite of all 

the research and analysis dedicated to drama, linguistic-communicative research has never before 

been carried out on theatre practice and its authentic discourse, which constitute part of the everyday 

working process for theatre practitioners the world over. This paper focuses on the approach and 

general method I have developed (spoken artistic discourse analysis or rehearsal analysis) for 

investigating rehearsals as artistic collaborative communicative working processes. 

 

1. Introduction   

Drama rehearsals are based on conversations. Whether itげs a group Ireatiﾐg a ﾐe┘ pieIe from 

scratch or a director and actors producing a play based on an existing script, they will talk to each 

other about what they do, what they would like to do, or what they want each other to do. The 

communication we might find in the various drama contexts—apart from being creative and 

collaborative—can be professional, intercultural, educational, multilingual, and so on, depending on 

the rehearsal situation and practice. Thousands of people all over the world are actively involved in 

drama every day. Many of them reflect on their art and its concepts, but know surprisingly little 

about the specific features of their own practice.   

          Drama is understood here as an interactive, collaborative (used here in the practical and more 

neutral sense of けworking togetherげ), communicative and artistic process. The communication in the 

artistic production process between participants (such as between actors and directors, or between 

drama teachers and students) has not been investigated from a linguistic-communicative point of 

view—if it has been investigated at all—and has generally been neglected in drama contexts (such as 

in the curricula of drama schools, drama studies departments, and drama teacher training), as well as 

in other performative arts contexts (such as dance and puppetry rehearsals).  

           The communication in the rehearsal room can vary a lot, depending on participants, a groupげs 
particular way of working, individual directing style, the rehearsal space, and other factors. I regard it 

is as essential to investigate the communication during artistic working processes in order to find out 

what is actually going on in those processes.      
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Figure 1: Directing-conversation during a rehearsal (photo: AM) 

        

In figure 1 we can see a drama rehearsal (circus arts and theatre co-production) in East London in 

2011. At the forefront of the picture (left to right) we see the director, a performer on his bicycle, 

and an actor. They are talking to each other, but what are they actually doing? In what way does 

their discussion contribute to the play which they will perform in a few weeks time? Looking at their 

everyday discourse only as everyday talk ┘ouldﾐげt be enough as one would miss the fact that the 

interaction is closely intertwined with the production of an artistic text. Discourse analysis (and  

other ways of analysing everyday discourse such as conversation analysis) does not reconstruct the 

different acting-versions (reformulations or revisions) that occur within the spoken text-development 

process, and is not concerned with the particular features of creative processes.   

           There has been a long-standing interest from different disciplines in investigating 

performances, but there has not been much, if any, interest in and research into rehearsals, which 

are the key phase in many artistic production processes. Various studies and projects have looked at 

drama or drama-related discourse in different ways, by looking at improvisational performance 

(Sawyer 2003), by looking at the potential of a partnership between health services research and 

theatre (e.g. the theatre project Inside out of mind 2011), or by looking at role-play in medical 

training (e.g. Nestel and Tierney 2007).     

           The method I introduce in this article is based on an approach to drama (and to other 

performative arts) that uses a linguistic-communicative perspective to look at rehearsals and other 

preparational interactions involving a spoken artistic text production process (Milde 2007; 2012). 

This approach draws on a combination of spoken discourse analysis (e.g. Cameron 2001; Jaworski 

and Coupland 1999; Schiffrin 1994) and (an adapted version of) critique génétique (Grésillon 1999; 

Deppman/Ferrer/Groden 2004), a contemporary critical movement in France. Critique génétique 

aims to understand the creative process, to reconstruct the chain of events in a literary writing 

process, and to deconstruct the myth and authority of the final text version. It emerged in the 1970s 

out of the French structuralist movement, but developed a new perspective on literature, and 

responded to the aesthetics of reception with a focus on production. For geneticists, literature is 

doing, itげs an authorげs activity situated in time and space (cf. Grésillon 1999: 15). According to 

Grésillon, critique génétique helps restore to literary studies the historical dimension that had 
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systematically been removed by structuralist formalism. It also brings in a sociological method by 

questioning the intertextual and discursive network that becomes visible in the documents of earlier 

drafts. The traces of the creative process are the key, no matter whether the process led to a finished 

or unfinished work (ibid: 210).  

           In my opinion, critique génétique, with its aims of investigating data, and understanding and 

reconstructing the creative process, is not only relevant to literary writing processes, but also to 

spoken artistic processes such as drama.           

          In this paper I will for the first time give a description of the method that I have developed for 

its application in drama contexts.    

 

2. My basic method 

Drama processes vary a lot, depending on many factors such as whether participants use a ready-

made script, devise their piece, involve improvisations, and whether the director is available and 

approachable for the actors. Each rehearsal process is unique, yet they all have something in 

common. When theatre directors work on a new theatre production, they might work with a 

different cast in a different space, but their particular way of working will usually be the same.  

            Iげ┗e de┗eloped this ﾏethod in order to be able to research drama practice. Many things have 

been written and said about drama practice (and other artistic text production processes), but in 

┘hat Iげ┗e come across, neither the actual interaction of the participants during the artistic text-

production process, nor the different stages of the entire process, have been taken into account. Iげ┗e 
come across people discussing concepts, but I ha┗eﾐげt Ioﾏe aIross aﾐ┞ eﾏpiriIall┞-based work about 

rehearsals and their text development process.  

           With my basic method it is possible to investigate what people in drama are actually 

doing linguistically-communicatively and what the features of their drama practice are. It can 

generally be applied to any discourse in drama, ranging from contemporary practitioners to archive 

recordings. My method for investigating drama practice is especially useful for individual drama 

practitioners and drama educators, institutions such as drama schools and arts councils, and drama 

therapists. There are many different ways of doing drama, and with my method, which is based on 

empirical evidence, I can show drama practitioners how they do what they do, and what is particular 

and interesting about their practice. I am also contributing to research in creative processes by 

looking at actual working processes and the traces of artistic text-development processes within 

authentic discourse.    

2.1  What am I supposed to look out for (on a wider level)? 

Discourse in drama, just like every other area in discourse, has its own unique features. Rehearsals 

involve communication, argumentation, and explanation, all aimed at exploring and creating 

something, and this sets them apart from non-artistic processes.  

A rehearsal with a director and actors is a (more or less) collaborative period of exploring and 

developing a scene. If we think in terms of Levinsonげs notion of activity types (Levinson 1992), we can 

identify a directing-conversation as the main activity type within the event of a rehearsal, and can 

divide the activity of carrying out a directing-conversation into sub-parts (which I call sub-activities) 

such as keying, scripting, making suggestions for acting-versions, and providing feedback. Depending 
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on each groupげs or direItorげs partiIular praItiIe, the use of improvisation might also play a role. 

Le┗iﾐsoﾐげs ﾐotioﾐ of aIti┗it┞ t┞pe さrefers to aﾐ┞ Iulturall┞ reIogﾐized aIti┗it┞, ┘hether or ﾐot that 
activity is co-extensive with a period of speech or indeed whether aﾐ┞ talk takes plaIe iﾐ it at allざ. In 

line with this notion, I regard directing-conversations as a culturally recognised activity, 

independently from how much talk takes place in them; based on my observations, talk is a major 

part of any rehearsal.  

           Investigating drama here mainly means investigating rehearsals (or in the case of education, 

drama classes) as these are the key period of the creative process for drama participants (such as 

actors and directors). It is in this period that the way they work and the features of their drama 

practice are revealed.   

           In order to be able to investigate drama productions and their discourse, it is essential to make 

recordings (audio or video are both fine as long as the audio is understandable), take field-notes, and 

then make transcriptions of the relevant sections. Drawing on critique génétique, in drama itげs 
important to record and look at an entire section of the working process with its different phases and 

development.        

           Depending on what it is in the rehearsal process one wants to investigate, drama class or 

workshop, one needs to record that entire section (not just a snippet) of the process. That means if 

one wants to investigate the general development of a whole play with all its discourse, phases, 

changes, and so on, one needs to investigate the whole process from the first day of the production 

with director(s) and actors up to the final stage, such as performance or broadcast, in order to be 

able to see and trace back how participants worked (Milde 2007). Without being able to trace back 

the various stages and actual development that have taken place, the investigation would lead to 

distorted results, as it would not be based on data that provides insight into the development 

process.  If one wants to investigate a specific and more limited period of the process such as how a 

director works on the script with the actors, it is essential to document the relevant phase of those 

activities, and not a random phase that just happened to be available and might miss the essential 

activities of that working process. Different phases are important for different features. It might not 

always be easy for the researcher to get access to the working phases they would like to research 

and make recordings. Sometimes groups or institutions will provide a particular time slot for the 

researcher which might not necessarily provide access to the relevant phase of the process, and 

might not be of much use for that particular research project. Itげs iﾏportaﾐt to Ilarif┞ these thiﾐgs 
with the group, artist, or institution beforehand to avoid misunderstandings.  

             There are numerous things one could look at in drama productions. For instance, one could 

investigate a drama production on a more structural level by starting to trace back the starting point 

of the production (e.g. a commission of a piece) and follow it through towards the end of the 

production (e.g. a performance or feedback for the actors after a performance). In this paper I focus 

on the face-to-face artistic practice of drama practitioners, whether it is the practice in rehearsals for 

a theatre play (see figure 1), workshops, drama classes, drama therapy, or other contexts.     
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I----------I----------I---I 
                 a) institutional-                                               b) artistic practice                    c) performance(s)  

                  organisational                                                    (face to face)                                                                     

 

Figure 2: drama production (length of the three elements varies according to each production).   

          

The following example is taken from a recent article I wrote. It shows an extract of a face-to-face 

drama practice of a director during a workshop exercise. The actual exercise lasts eight minutes (not 

including the following final improvisation by the actors) and has five phases, and it is important that 

the whole working process of that exercise is recorded, so that what exactly is going on and how 

things are being developed can be traced back. The relevant parts of the process that is the parts 

that reveal the text-development need to be transcribed so that the authentic communication and 

artistic text-development can be investigated in detail.  

Example 1  

The first thing the director does is to prepare the working process by arranging the set up of the 

scene. She gets a sports mat, and asks another workshop participant (actress T) to lie down on the 

mat, so the actor will have a real person to interact with.    

          The director starts working with the actor (the distance between them is about 3 metres) on the 

piece by giving him some brief instructions, but then quickly engages in a more casual and personal 

conversation.                 

Participants are: D = director; A = actor in his early 20s, T = actress in her early 20s; (???) = question marks in 

parentheses indicate parts of speech that couldn’t be clearly identified.    
 

example 1, phase 1 (audio-track 1) 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

01 D:   ok  now what I want you to do is  right  I want you to come in   

02 A:                                                                                                       mm  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

02 D:  and in your   what is your accent?  you’re a London accent   
03 A:                                                                                              London                                    
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------    

04 D:  it’s London?              ok   so  uuh      so can you just talk to me a 

05 A:                       yeah   
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

06 D:  bit in your London accent?          yeah  soo  how did you get here this  

07 A:                                             yeah  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------      

08 D:  morning?                                                                                               yeah                      

09 A:                  (???) I took the bus  the one four two (??????????)  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

 

In the example above, the director briefly frames her activity as a directing-activity (“what I want you 
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to do” and “I want you to come in”) and announces for the actor (A) and other participants that the 
workshop exercise has started. Once she has established the general frame for the following acting 

activities, she moves on to more specific aspects such as the actor’s way of speaking. She asks the 
actor to say something using his everyday way of speaking (“can you just talk to me a bit in your 
London accent?”), which has the effect of making the actor feel confident and relaxed with the 

language use in the exercise. After the actor briefly indicates (“yeah”) to the director that he is OK 
with how he speaks in the exercise, the director moves on to what he speaks about (“how did you get 
here this morning?”). By setting the keys¹ (similar to musical keys) for the actor’s manner of speaking 
(how) and the content of his speech (what), the director provides support for the actor in the first 

phase of the exercise. She makes him feel comfortable and supported by the other observing 

participants who find his story amusing and entertaining. This task appears to be easy for the actor, 

indicated by the actor immediately starting the exercise without any hesitation and by the flow of his 

speech (“?? I took the bus...”).  
 
1
 けKe┞げ ﾏeaﾐs here the directions that provide information for spoken text and which function just as the clefs, 

the sharps or flats in music that tell you in what key the music needs to be played.  

 

The full article is available on: www.linguistics-in-drama.com and on http://www.tamasha.org.uk 

 

For this whole workshop exercise, five phases regarding the discourse and text-development could 

be identified in the direItorげs working process.  

 

2.2  What am I supposed to look out for (on a more detailed level)?  

In section 2.1 I pointed out that for my method of investigating drama practice it is important to get 

an idea of the text-development the practitioner carries out in collaboration with one or more 

participants. My method requires looking at entire units of the process. That means depending on 

the particular research aim either looking at the whole rehearsal period or at an entire section of 

the process, so that one can see how the working process of drama practitioners takes place.  

Apart from looking at the text-development in the drama process, and in order to be able to 

understand and identify the different phases of the text-development in the working process, one 

has to take into account specific activities or sub-parts of activities according to Levinson (1992). 

The following list of sub-parts of the main activities of doing drama (e.g. directing) is not exhaustive, 

but represents the main groups of sub-activities that Iげ┗e ideﾐtified as rele┗ant in the artistic text-

development process. There are many different activities going on during rehearsals, and some of 

theﾏ ﾏight gi┗e iﾐforﾏatioﾐ aHout the partiIipaﾐtsげ relatioﾐships, forﾏer e┝perieﾐIe, aﾐd what 

participants are supposed to do, and so on.  

 

 

Relevant sub-activities within directing-conversations in rehearsals are: 

Category 1  

Using a script. In what way is a script being used? Is it ready-made or is it being developed?  

scripting text. In what way is text scripted within the process? Is a scripted text provided during the 

┘orkiﾐg proIess ふthat ┘asﾐげt pro┗ided Heforehaﾐdぶ? 

http://www.linguistics-in-drama.com/
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Category 2  

Providing feedback. In what way is feedback provided? What sort of feedback? By whom? For 

whom?   

(Examples
1
: さok    right   great   that is ふ?ぶ reall┞     itげs ┗er┞ e┝Ielleﾐtざ aﾐd さif ┞ou let the te┝t guide 

┞ou iﾐstead of ┞ou Ioﾐtrolliﾐg the te┝t  ┞ouげre slightl┞ Ilosedざぶ.   

Category 3 

Providing explanations. In what way are explanations provided?  

(Example: さthe reasoﾐ ┘h┞ I ┘aﾐt the laﾐguage people    largel┞  to do it   is HeIause I   ultiﾏatel┞ ┘e 
are sa┞iﾐg ┞ouげre Ioﾏiﾐg froﾏ foreigﾐ laﾐds to Loﾐdoﾐざぶ. 

Providing (background) information. In what way is information provided?   

(Example: さ┞ouげ┗e Heeﾐ oﾐ this ship    ┞ouげ┗e got offざぶ. 

Category 4 

Using improvisations. In what way are improvisations being used? Are there instructions for them 

(see 6.)? Are the improvisations keyed or totally open? 

(Example: さ┘eげre goiﾐg to do tiﾐ┞ little iﾏpro┗isatioﾐ       aﾐd ﾏo┗e iﾐto itざぶ 
 

Category 5 

IﾐstruItioﾐs for partiIipaﾐtsげ ふaItorsぶ aIti┗ities are gi┗eﾐ through: 
providing keys. In what way are keys being used? Are the keys for how to do something, or for what 

to do?  E.g. is a sub-text provided? Has a suggestion been made through a kind of description (see 

two examples below) or a kind of demonstration? Are cues being given? Are text parts being 

conducted (as a kind of けli┗e iﾐstruItiﾐgげぶ? 

(Examples: さ┞ouげre just goiﾐg to He that gu┞ doiﾐg a Hit of ┞our Heat Ho┝ thiﾐgざ aﾐd さ┞ou thiﾐk itげs 
greatざぶ. 

Category 6 

Fraﾏiﾐg oﾐe’s o┘ﾐ acti┗ity. In what way do drama practitioners (e.g. directors) frame their 

directing-activities? What does it indicate? 

(Example: さ┘hat ┞ouげre goiﾐg to doざ aﾐd さ┘hat I ┘aﾐt ┞ou to doざぶ.  

Figure 3: Relevant sub-activities in drama processes. 

 

The sub-activities listed above that are part of the directing-conversations (or rehearsal 

conversations) might give some orientation when investigating rehearsals for the first time.   

Letげs go back to example 1 on p. 5-6, and look at the sub-activities that have been identified. In the 

first line (p.5),  

01 D:   ok  now what I want you to do is  right  I want you to come in   

                                                           
1
 Examples in parenthesis are taken from the article Doing intracultural theatre, www.linguistics-in-drama.com       
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we can see that the director (D) briefly frames her activity as a directing-activity ふさ┘hat I ┘aﾐt ┞ou to 
doざ aﾐd さI ┘aﾐt ┞ou to Ioﾏe iﾐざぶ aﾐd aﾐﾐouﾐIes for the aItor ふAぶ aﾐd other partiIipaﾐts that the 
workshop exercise has started. This is an example of fraﾏiﾐg oﾐeげs own activity (category 6).   

In lines 4 and 6 (p. 5), the director asks the actor to do something:    

 

04 D:  it’s London?              ok   so  uuh      so can you just talk to me a 

05 A:                       yeah   

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----  

06 D:  bit in your London accent?             

 

The director asks the actor (in lines 4 and 6) to say something using his everyday way of speaking 

ふさIaﾐ ┞ou just talk to ﾏe a Hit iﾐ ┞our Loﾐdoﾐ aIIeﾐt?ざぶ, ┘hiIh has the effeIt of ﾏakiﾐg the aItor feel 
confident and relaxed with the language use in the exercise. She gives instructions by setting the keys 

(similar to musical keys which will last for the entire piece) of the aItorげs ﾏaﾐﾐer of speakiﾐg ふhow) 

which will last until the end of the exercise, including the improvisation. This is an example of 

instructing through providing keys (category 5).  

 

My method in brief 

 

For investigating face-to-face drama practice: 

1. Arrange your fieldwork visit in a way that suits the drama group or theatre and also your 

research aims (attending the right phase of the process might be essential for your research).  

Find out about what the drama groupげs or theatreげs work is based on (are they working with 

a script or other documents, or any themes or frameworks?); 

       

2. attend the artistic working process and observe a whole section (not just a little snippet) of 

the discourse (such as directing-conversation) in the rehearsal process to be able to trace 

back the text-development; 

3. take footage of the relevant discourse sections (audio or video, but audio is essential), take 

field-notes and photos. (additional interviews can be useful);  

4. listen to the recordings and make transcriptions and audio-clips of selected parts of the 

discourse (such as directing-conversations);   

5. identify the artistic text-development within the discourse in the rehearsal with its 

collaboratively developed different phases. (Youげll probably start doing this in the rehearsal, 

but taking footage is essential and gives you more flexibility during the rehearsal process);     

6. identify the specific sub-activities such as giving feedback and providing keys within the 

rehearsal conversations (or directing-conversations). Identify the features of this particular 

creative process; 
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7. analyse and interpret your findings. What are the features of the drama practice? What do 

you find interesting? Do you have any comments or suggestions? Would the drama group or 

theatre like you to share your results straight away by blogging or in other ways?     

  

3. Conclusion 

       

In this working paper I have given a short overview of the ﾏethod Iげ┗e de┗eloped for iﾐ┗estigatiﾐg 
drama (or theatre) practice. Iげ┗e poiﾐted out the differeﾐIe Het┘eeﾐ iﾐ┗estigatiﾐg e┗er┞da┞ disIourse 
and discourse in the rehearsal room, and provided a list with sub-activities of the activity of directing 

(doing rehearsals) that are useful when looking at artistic text-development.  

Thousands of people all over the world are involved in drama as a way of making a living, as a way of 

having a career, as a way of socialising with other people, as a way of expressing political ideas, as an 

educational or therapeutic tool, or just out of passion. No matter which drama-context one looks at, 

it relies heavily on communication. It is therefore rather surprising how little interest relevant 

disciplines (such as applied linguistics and drama studies) have shown in exploring the everyday 

communication in artistic working contexts such as drama. I regard everyday communication and 

peopleげs praItiIe iﾐ arts contexts as just as important and relevant to society as communication in 

other areas of life.       
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